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About This Game

Hollow Lane follows the story of a teenager named Lucy, who must stop an impending supernatural doom from reaping the
souls of the world and plunging it into eternal darkness.
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Update: body armor,helmets, new anomalies on the location:
The patch has been uploaded to the client!
What's New?
- 7 types of new armor;
- 5 new helmets;
- New system of damage;
- New products in the store;
- New NPS (guess where) - merchant;
- Fixes of bugs fixed "permanent" radiation zone; Fixed spoon items such as a backpack or stew which are very many in one
cell;

We test play! ��
New items ALL can be found in the game without buying in donat shop! ��. Hotfix on the server: exception of clan, the
capture of bases;:
- Now capture bases occurs without the need to reenter players who have the title of "soldier", "captain", "major", "Deputy". -
Exclusion from the clan now occurs without error..  Patch: Optimization, quick loading of locations, bug fixes!:
Patch downloaded:
- A number of optimizations of the game code;
- Loading neighborhood locations is now faster. It will be possible to require less resources for this process;
- Fixed effects of headlights on cars;
- Fixed teleports;
- Fixed a drop from the air at the start of the game (test);
- Other improvements.. Patch: the new physics of cars, bug fixes ...:
- The car's luggage compartment is completed; Fixed meat frying through the trunk; Fixed the strength of the backpack in the
trunk;
- The camera (outside view) is refined when driving a car;
- The physics of collisions and car revolutions is refined;
- Cars have become a little more passable. If the car is turned over, it can be turned from the roof to the wheels, holding A or D;
- Added a few visual effects to the car;
- A new model of akms;
- Fix helicopter;
- Fix traps;
- Fix spatial anomalies.
- The camera (outside) in the car is modified;
- Now the view from the outside in the car can be turned on and sitting by the passenger;
- Fixed inadequate camera movement in the car (inside);
- Now, if the connection is broken or the ping is high, you can not perform actions in the inventory / interact with the objects of
the game world;. Problems with ping will be fixed in the near future:
Dear players! We have some problems with the server. Because of these problems the game often pings up. We will very soon
download an update in which everything will return to normal. We apologize for any inconvenience caused.. About the nearest
innovations. Answers to questions of players ...:
Dear friends!
We are glad to tell you about what we are working on at the moment. After the release we took into account many of your
wishes and here is a list of what we will very soon introduce into the game
1. Some slots of outfitted equipment will now always be protected from loss of life at death (for example one of the weapon
slots);
2. A map will be inserted into the game. It will be given to the player at the start of the game as an object. It can be lost or found
like any other subject.
3. Of course we will work on new assignments for which you can gain experience.
4. And most importantly - we are working on fixing bugs and flaws in the game.

Thank you for your attention to our project! Expect news and updates! ;-)
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